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Abstract
The author utilizes big data based on lifestyle details to quantitatively compare the differences
between two periods: pre-COVID-19, from 5/5/2018 to 1/18/2020, and COVID-19, from 1/19/2020
to8/29/2020.
The “Comparison of 6 lifestyle categories during 2 periods” is the most important and conclusive
chart because it shows the direct comparison of lifestyle category scores using bar charts. The first
observation is that all scores are below the break-even line of 73.5% which means healthy lifestyle
has been maintained during these two periods. The second observation is that, while exercise and
stress categories have the same scores, all of the other four lifestyle categories (water intake, sleep,
food/meal, and daily life routine) have lower scores during COVID-19 compared to the scores of
pre-COVID-19.
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The COVID-19 virus is the worst epidemic in recent human history in terms of its spreading speed,
fatality number, and emotional impact on the world population. People belonging to the “vulnerable”
groups, such as the elderly with medical history or existing chronic diseases and complications,
require special consideration to their health conditions as well as lifestyle management program
during this period. However, the author, who is 73-year-old, achieved even better results on his
diabetes conditions and overall health control in terms of weight, blood pressure, glucose, and
HbA1C values. The knowledge and experience he acquired in the past 10 years of medical research
and his developed mathematical metabolism model, especially the portion of lifestyle management
program, have assisted him in many ways. More importantly, the quiet, stable, and undisturbed
lifestyle during this quarantined period contributes to his better medical conditions control and
lower lifestyle performance values. In fact, he has turned the COVID-19 crisis into his health
advantage.

Introduction
The author utilizes big data based on lifestyle details to quantitatively compare the differences
between two periods: Pre-COVID-19, from 5/5/2018 to 1/18/2020, and COVID-19, from 1/19/2020
to 8/29/2020.

Materials and Methods
Background
To learn more about the GH-Method: Math-Physical Medicine (MPM) methodology, readers
can review the article to understand his MPM analysis method, along with the outlined history of
his personalized diabetes research and application tools development [1,2].
Diabetes research
In 2014, the author applied topology concept of mathematics, and finite-element technique
of engineering, to develop a ten-dimensional complex mathematical model of metabolism. The
metabolism model consists of four biomarker output categories such as weight, glucose, blood
pressure, lipids, along with other lab-tested data (ACR, TSH, and others), and six lifestyle input
categories such as food/meal, water intake, exercise, sleep, stress, and daily life routines. These
ten categories further contain approximately 500 detailed elements. He further defined two new
parameters, Metabolism Index (MI), as the combined score of the above 10 metabolism categories
and 500 detailed elements, and General Health Status Unit (GHSU), as the 90-days moving average
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value of MI. Please note that Mi (where i=1 through 10) represents
individual metabolism score of each category. Since the development
of this metabolism model took almost three years, he has defined
the different break-even levels for separate categories. However, the
break-even line for the overall metabolism parameters, both MI and
GHSU, is 0.735 or 73.5%. When the parameter is 73.5% or above is
unhealthy, whereas below 73.5% is healthy.
Since 1/1/2012, he has collected ~2 million data of his own
biomedical conditions and personal lifestyle details. He has only
utilized a part of his past 10-years’ big database for analysis in this
article.
As a result of conducting his 10-years diabetes research efforts
and using his developed mathematical metabolism model, his health
condition improvements are in a format (Y2010 vs. Y2020) as follows:

Figure 1: Summary data table.

Weight (lbs.): 220 vs. 171
Waistline (inch): 44 vs. 33
Daily glucose (mg/dL): 280 vs. 110
HbA1C (%): 10 vs. ~6.3
In 2017, he already achieved excellent results on all fronts,
especially his glucose control. However, during 2018 and 2019,
overlapping with the pre-COVID-19 period, he traveled to 50+
international cities to attend 60+ medical conferences and made
~120 oral presentations. The hectic schedule inflicted damage to his
diabetes control and overall metabolism, through dinning out along
with exercise disruption, and irregular life routines through traveling.
On 1/19/2020, he started his self-quarantine life, living a regular,
quiet, and routine lifestyle. He eats home-cooked meals, maintains
his daily routine exercise with a consistent sleep pattern. As a result,
during the COVID-19 period, he reached his “best performance
period” in his past 25 years of diabetes history. In a summarized
biomarkers near the end of August 2020, his weight is 170 lbs.,
waistline is 33 inches, glucose is 105 mg/dL, HbA1C is 6.0%, and SBP/
DBP/HR are 108/58/57. It is obvious that his overall lifestyle during
COVID-19 period has provided a solid foundation in achieving his
excellent health and medical conditions. For this reason, he decided
to write a special article which focuses on his lifestyle details.

Figure 2: Comparison of Lifestyle category scores between two periods.

Results

Figure 3: Comparison of lifestyle detail numbers between two periods.

In Figure 1, it shows the background data table of both lifestyle
category scores and lifestyle details data during two periods.

for these two periods.

1. m5 of exercise: Daily walking steps are approximately the
same, around 15,245 steps.

The most important and conclusive chart is shown in Figure 2, the
direct comparison of lifestyle category scores between two periods,
using bar charts. The first observation is that all scores are below the
break-even line of 73.5%, which means a healthy lifestyle has been
maintained during these two periods. The second observation is that,
while the exercise and stress categories have the same scores, all of
the other four lifestyle categories (water intake, sleep, food/meal,
and daily life routine) have lower scores during COVID-19 when
compared to the scores of pre-COVID-19.

2. m6 of water intake: Daily water intake amounts are almost
the same, nearly 3,000 cc.
3. m7 of sleep (Figure 5): He slept 6.9 h and woke up 1.3
times each night during pre-COVID-19; and slept 7.3 h and woke up
1.3 times each night during COVID-19. He had good sleep quality
for both periods, except he slept 0.4 h (24 min) longer during the
COVID-19.

In Figure 3, it depicts a table of lifestyle performance numbers
instead of using the format of MI scores in Figure 1.

4. m8 of stress: He has lived a stress-free life since 2015;
therefore, his stress scores for both periods were near perfect with a
score of 50%.

In Figure 4, it illustrates the background lifestyle curves of all the
lifestyle category scores and lifestyle detail numbers.

5. m9 of food & meal: His meal quantity was reduced from
79% of his normal portion during pre-COVID-19 to 68% of his

The following section lists the key findings of 6 lifestyle categories
Remedy Publications LLC.
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Figure 5: Sample screens of daily life routine and sleep.

during pre-COVID-19 and 68% during COVID-19. A 100% bowel
movement indicates his previous routine bowel movement condition
prior to 2017. This data is mediocre due to his senior age with slower
gastrointestinal function and his food quantity reduction (from 100%
to 68%) for controlling his body weight.

Conclusion
The COVID-19 virus is the worst epidemic in recent human
history in terms of its spreading speed, fatality number, and emotional
impact on the world population. People belonging to the “vulnerable”
groups, such as the elderly with medical history or existing chronic
diseases and complications, require special consideration to their
health conditions as well as lifestyle management program during this
period. However, the author, who is 73-year-old, achieved even better
results on his diabetes conditions and overall health control in terms
of weight, blood pressure, glucose, and HbA1C values. The knowledge
and experience he acquired in the past 10 years of medical research
and his developed mathematical metabolism model, especially the
portion of lifestyle management program, have assisted him in many
ways. More importantly, the quiet, stable, and undisturbed lifestyle
during this quarantined period contributes to his better medical
conditions control and lower lifestyle performance values. In fact, he
has turned the COVID-19 crisis into his health advantage.

Figure 4: Lifestyle score curves.
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